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Abstract
Epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a fundamental process during development and disease, including development of the heart valves and tumour metastases. An extended cellular Potts model was implemented to represent the behaviour emerging from autonomous cell morphology, labile adhesion, junctional coupling and cell motility. Computer simulations normally focus on these functional changes independently whereas this model facilitates exploration of the interplay between cell shape changes, adhesion and migration. The simulation model is fitted to an in vitro model of endocardial EMT, and agrees with the finding that Notch signalling increases cell-matrix adhesion in addition to modulating cell-cell adhesion.

1. Background
1.1. Biological Background

Epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is the process during which cells lose epithelial characteristics, and acquire mesenchymal features. This includes changes in cell shape, migratory characteristics and changes in expression of cell adhesion molecules. EMT is fundamental to a multitude of embryonic processes in vertebrate development, including gastrulation, somitogenesis, neural crest cell migration and the development of heart valves (see Figure 1). EMT-like processes take place during adult epithelial wound healing and in cancer progression [1]. These EMT and EMT-like processes are diverse and are regulated by a wide range of signalling pathways in different tissues and organs, with extensive crosstalk between pathways. However they have as a common endpoint in: the down-regulation of E-Cadherin and thus loss of epithelial adhesion; the up-regulation of mesenchymal genes such as vimentin and fibronectin; and as a consequence of these two processes a gain of cell to matrix adhesion and migratory or invasive behaviour [2]. Furthermore, the rearrangement of proteins, e.g. the relocation of actin and E-cadherin from adherens junctions to the cytoskeleton, enables the formation of stress fibres that give cells greater strength, flexibility and migration capacity [3]. The secretion of matrix metalloproteinases, which degrade extracellular matrix proteins (including those in the basement membrane), is also key to transformation and invasion in many types of EMT [4]. It is important to make
a distinction between migration and invasion. For the purpose of this study, invasion involves the degradation of extracellular matrix proteins, whereas migration involves cell movement without degradation of matrix proteins. This definition follows from in vitro experiments in which ‘2D transformation’ (migration) is measured separately from ‘3D transformation’ (invasion). Notch activation and/or treatment with TGFβ protein induced only migration on the surface of the collagen gel, whereas treatment with BMP2 enabled the cells to degrade the collagen and invade into it [5]. In this model only the changes that take place during 2D migration are measured.

Figure 1 a) During heart development, a field of cells with the potential to undergo EMT is specified by endocardial Notch signalling, and modulated VEGF secretion from the myocardium. b) The lower VEGF signalling causes BMP and TGF-β secretion from the myocardium. This cooperates with Notch signalling to disassemble VE-cadherin adherens junctions, reducing endocardial cohesion. c) Disassembly of adherens junctions leads to β-catenin no longer being sequestered in the cytoplasm. It thus becomes available to be used in the Wnt signalling pathway, and translocates to the nucleus. VEGF inhibition of Wnt is one means by which VEGF modulates EMT. d) Snail genes up-regulate mesenchymal markers while down-regulating epithelial markers, and are downstream of Notch, TGF-β and BMP signalling. These pathways exhibit crosstalk, indicative of their concerted activation in cardiac EMT.

In endocardial cells the Notch1 protein is known to induce EMT by up-regulating Snail proteins, which in turn acts to down-regulate VE-Cadherin [5]. Cell doublet experiments have been used to measure the strength of cell adhesion as a function of contact time. In these experiments, two E-cadherin expressing cells are held in contact and the force required to separate them measured after given durations [6].
The adhesion force required to separate two E-cadherin expressing cells is initially of the order of a few nano Newtons (nN). However, this adhesion strength increases rapidly when neighbouring cells remain in contact between 30 seconds and 30 minutes, followed by a slower increase when contact duration is between 30 minutes and an hour, reaching a peak force over 200 nN [6]. The initial E-cadherin mediated contact adhesion does not require connection to the actin cytoskeleton. The stronger junctional adhesion forms over a longer period of contact, by connection to the actin cytoskeleton between the two cells.

There are a number of examples of crosstalk between the protein signalling pathways which indicate that loss of epithelial adhesion cannot be decoupled from an increase in matrix adhesion. For example, the disassembly of cadherin-mediated junctions leads to the release of β-catenin which is then transferred to the nucleus. The β-catenin then induces expression of Wnt target genes. The effects of Wnt/ β-catenin signalling include further down-regulation of E-cadherin, and up-regulation of integrins and N-cadherin, which favour matrix adhesion and cell motility [7]. There is great complexity in this regulation due to the crosstalk between the Notch and TGFβ pathways, which target each of the Snail genes to different extents [8]. Additionally, the Hey genes (also Notch targets) repress the BMP pathway, and the BMP pathway exhibits further crosstalk with TGFβ [5]. While in vitro and in vivo experiments investigate the effects of individual proteins on EMT, independent quantitative control of biological mechanisms is difficult. Computational models complement experimental work by allowing for the exploration of different combinations of physical parameters.

1.2. Technical Background

There are three main types of agent-based modelling that can be used for representing cell behaviour: cell centre, cell vertex and cellular Potts models (see Figure 2). In cell centre models, the centres of cells are represented as points in space. Forces are defined as acting between these centres, such as damped spring forces and connectivity between cells can then be represented by Voronoi tessellation [9]. In cell vertex models, cells are represented as adjacent polygons with vertices that move as a result of the balance of forces between cells. The dynamics of each cell are represented by the movement of its vertices. This movement can either be determined by explicit forces on each vertex or by a free energy function. It is thus possible to provide direct model representation of mechanical forces such as plasticity, elasticity and viscoelasticity of cells, as well as incorporating differential adhesion terms [10]. Finally in cellular Potts models, cells are represented as multiple sites on a lattice. Cell dynamics are represented by pixel copy attempts between adjacent lattice sites belonging to different cells. These are accepted with a probability that depends on a free energy function, allowing differential adhesion and properties of cell morphology and migration to be modelled. Of the three methods, cellular Potts modelling allows the most direct representation of cell shape [11].
Various types of EMT have been modelled using these different agent-based simulation methods. Wound healing EMT has been modelled using a cell centre model [12], as has cancer metastasis EMT [13]. These models both incorporate subcellular reaction models, and represent cell adhesion as a breakable spring force between cell centres. Endocardial EMT has been modelled using the cellular Potts method [14]. Although the latter study did not investigate the role of cell morphology during EMT, the cellular Potts method is suitable for doing this, as it includes an explicit representation of cell shape. Furthermore, by incorporating a plastic coupling term within the cellular Potts model, it is possible to design a framework for investigating the interactions of cell morphology, labile adhesion and junctional coupling. This methodology is explained further in section 2.1 below.

2. Methods
2.1. Cellular Potts Model

Cellular Potts models (CPMs) are lattice-based simulations with cells occupying multiple sites on the lattice. The main advantage of this schema is that it allows cell shape to be explicitly represented. Thus the simulations have the potential to describe processes in which control of cell shape plays an important role. According to the Differential Adhesion Hypothesis (DAH), morphogenetic changes are driven by cell displacements that lead to the lowest energy configurations, and thus the largest number of strong adhesive bonds. This can be simulated with CPMs using a Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm. A Hamiltonian energy, \( H \), is defined for the system. During each step in the simulation, a random copy attempt is made for each lattice site at a cell surface. For each copy attempt, the resulting change in energy, \( \Delta H \), is calculated, and the copy attempt is accepted with a probability \( \min(1, e^{\Delta H/T}) \); where \( T \) is used as an intrinsic measure of cell motility. Motile cells in a CPM will tend to move so as to reduce \( H \), reducing the entropy of the system. Typically, the Hamiltonian equation includes terms for type dependent surface energies between each pair of different cell types. This represents their level of adhesion. Higher surface energy represents a lower level of labile adhesion. CPM can be extended to include terms for anything that can be calculated from the cell attributes. For example, a type dependent target volume or target surface area can be included, with values for the propensity of a cell to reach the target. One of the simplest cellular Potts simulations represents a cell sorting experiment, where an initial mixed population of two or more cell types become sorted (see Figure 3). The cells with
higher preferential cohesion move to the centre of the cluster, while those with lower cohesion move to outer layers.

CPMs are able to simulate cell behaviour by representing any mechanism where cell rearrangement is determined principally by differences in adhesion. As the focus of CPM is cell reorganisation, they have been used mainly for modelling developmental mechanisms. Compucell3D [15] is the most widely used modelling environment for implementation of CPMs; it is an open source resource and extensible, which enable the sharing of results.

Compucell3D simulations of individual cells were used to simulate the changes in cell shape. By using an individual cell, multiple parameters on the interplay of cell morphology and migration could be explored. To give control over cell shape, terms for volume and surface constraints are added to the contact term in the Hamiltonian equation. An elongation term is used for simulations that investigate the effect of elongation, with a connectivity penalty to ensure that elongated and fibroblastic cells do not fragment. Finally, part of the parameter space is implemented in 2D multicellular simulations of generic in vitro epithelial tissue. A term for plastic coupling is added to the multicellular simulations, this allows for investigation of the roles of labile adhesion (contact energy) and junctional coupling (plastic energy) in determining epithelial morphology. Thus in these simulations, the Hamiltonian energy, $H$, is given by the following equation:

$$H = E_{Contact} + E_{Plastic} + E_{Surface} + E_{Volume} + E_{Length} + E_{Connectivity}$$

Labile adhesion is represented by a negative contact energy, $J$, between cells. The more negative this number is, the greater the level of labile adhesion between cells:

$$E_{Contact} = \sum_{i,j - \text{pixel neighbours}} J \left[ \bar{\tau}(i,j), \bar{\tau}(j) \right] \left[ 1 - \delta(\bar{x}(i), \bar{x}(j)) \right]$$
Where $i$ and $j$ label two neighbouring lattice sites, $\sigma$ denotes cell identifiers, $\tau$ denotes cell types, and the Kronecker delta is $\delta_{x,y} = \{1, x = y; 0, x \neq y\}$.

Plastic coupling is represented by a breakable spring force between cell centres, and this term is added to the Hamiltonian equation governing the simulations, giving:

$$E_{\text{Plastic}} = \sum_{i,j - \text{cell neighbours}} \lambda_{ij} (p_{ij} - P_{ij})^2$$

where $p_{ij}$ is the distance between the centre of masses of cells $i$ and $j$; $P_{ij}$ is the target distance corresponding to $p_{ij}$, and $\lambda_{ij}$ is a constraint representing the strength of the plastic coupling.

Additionally, a maximum distance is set, which determines the distance between the centre of mass of neighbouring cells when the link between them breaks, and also the distance at which links can be established between unconnected cells.

The volume and surface constraint terms are given by:

$$E_{\text{Surface}} = \sum_{\text{cells}} \lambda_{\text{Surface}} (s - S)^2$$

$$E_{\text{Volume}} = \sum_{\text{cells}} \lambda_{\text{Volume}} (v - V)^2$$

$$E_{\text{Elongation}} = \sum_{\text{cells}} \lambda_{\text{Length}} (l - L)^2$$

Where $\lambda_{\text{Surface}}$, $\lambda_{\text{Volume}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{Length}}$ denote the strength of volume, surface and length constraints; $v$, $s$ and $l$ denote the current volume, surface and major axis length; and $V$, $S$ and $L$ denote the target volume, surface and length.

It would be possible to simulate an increase in cell motility in a number of different ways. For example, one could apply a randomly directed force to a cell, which fluctuates over time. However, this approach would introduce separate effects on cell shape, due to fluctuating cell polarisation. Whether Notch activated endocardial cells exhibit some form of directed movement and the specific dynamics of their movement (e.g. persistency) are more complicated questions which merit further investigation. In the simulations presented in this paper, an increase in cell motility is investigated by increasing its intrinsic measure, the $T$ parameter. This is the simplest and most direct way of increasing motility in cellular Potts simulations, as a greater proportion of the stochastic pixel copy attempts are accepted. As increases in the $T$ parameter or cell elongation might lead to fragmentation, which would be unrealistic, a connectivity constraint is used. The connectivity constraint is a large energy penalty ($10^7$) for a pixel copy that would lead to cell fragmentation.
All simulations presented in this paper are 2D rather than 3D. This simplification allows the comparison of simulation results to cell shape metrics acquired from 2D imaging data. The simplification is based on the assumption that cells are evenly 1 µm in thickness; and lie approximately flat on the surface of the collagen gel. This is a reasonable assumption as it is typical of the morphology of endocardial cells. In this investigation the focus is on cells that migrate only on the surface of the gel, without the capability to invade it. This provides the justification for using 2D models.

2.2. Fitting Space and Time Scale of Simulations

The length scale was set to 1 µm per pixel, and model cells given a width of 15 µm, based on the dimensions of cultured murine endocardial cells [5]. This choice reflects a prospective goal to include subcellular reaction kinetics; and thereby develop a multi-scale model of the integrated roles of Notch and TGF-β signalling in EMT. Experimentally, *in vitro* epithelial cells such as MCF-7 cells move at a rate of about 0.28 µm/min, whereas mesenchymal cells move at about 0.4 µm/min [16]. For typical parameter settings, simulated epithelial cells move at about 0.01 pixels/MCS (e.g. 0.01 µm/MCS). Equating the experimental and simulated cell speed implies 0.28 MCS = 0.01 min, or 1 MCS = 0.036 min (about 2 seconds). Each multicellular simulation was run for 5 x 10^4 MCS, which equates to 27.8 hours. Cellular migration and morphology was found to be quite stable after this time.

2.3. Cell Morphology Metrics

There are a few measures that can be used for quantifying the shape of cells. The main criteria for selecting suitable metrics is that they should enable a comparison to be made between the *in vitro* results [5] and the simulation results, that they should describe shape property relevant to the changes which take place during EMT, and preferably that they should be widely used in other experimental work, to allow for direct comparisons, making the results re-usable. Based on these criteria, the two metrics selected were aspect ratio (length/width) and circularity (4π*area/perimeter^2). Aspect ratio indicates the elongation of a cell. Circularity gives a number between 0 and 1, where a score of 1 indicates a perfect circle, and smaller values indicating a less rounded shape. These metrics can either be calculated during a simulation run, from basic cell attributes, or calculated from the confocal images of endocardial explants using ImageJ. This allows a direct comparison to be made between simulated representations and *in vitro* cells.

2.4. Cell Migration Metrics

There are a plethora of metrics that are used to quantify cell migration. For example, *in vitro* assays sometimes report the average speed of cells [17], and sometimes the average velocity [16]. Alternatively, the average displacement of cells over time can be measured [18]. When it comes to tissue simulations there are even more possibilities, because the migration of an individual cell can also be quantified by its relation to other cells. For example, it is possible to measure the average contact area between cells, the average number of cell neighbours or the ratio of cells that remain adhered to other cells [19]. Some investigations define their own metrics, for example, one study defined a 2D and 3D transformation index as the ratio of cells able to migrate on the surface, or invade the collagen gel [5]. It is even possible
to analyse cell centre coordinates (provided by DAPI stained nuclei) by constructing a cell graph. Analysis of this graph provides metrics such as the mean and standard deviation of edge lengths, and a clustering coefficient [20]. It is possible to implement all of these metrics in simulations. Indeed it is more straightforward to measure and analyse this information from simulation runs than from in vitro experiments. However, in order to provide validation, the average speed, velocity and displacement remain the most suitable metrics to determine cell migration, as they are the most widely used in experimental work. In the case of the simulations presented in this paper, displacement is defined as the Euclidian distance between the current position of the centre of mass coordinates of a cell and its starting value. Velocity is defined as displacement, divided by the total time elapsed in a simulation. Speed is defined as displacement over the previous 100 simulation steps (equivalent to 3.6 minutes).

2.5. Image Processing

Further analysis was performed on existing in vitro experimental results [5] using the ‘Fiji’ distribution of ImageJ. Two conditions were investigated further for comparison: the wild-type condition and Notch1-activated (Tie2-Cre; N1ICD) ventricular cells. These conditions were chosen because the cells migrated mainly in 2D rather than invading the collagen gel, allowing 2D comparisons of cell shape and migration to be made. This allows investigation of the influence of Notch1 protein on cell shape and migration during EMT.

As the wild type condition consisted of a monolayer of endocardial cells, while the Notch1 activated cells were scattered, it was necessary to process them in different ways to extract individual cell shapes. For the wild type condition, first a maximum intensity z-projection of the stack was produced, and the myocardium removed. The blue channel, which represents nuclei of the cells, was overlaid on the image in white. Then Find Maxima in ImageJ was used, which located the local maxima (in terms of brightness) in the image. The output type ‘Segmented Particles’ was used, which uses a watershed algorithm to extract an outline from the area surrounding the maxima. These outlines were then added to the ‘Region of Interest (ROI) Manager’, allowing measurement of cell shape metrics to be performed. This workflow is shown in Figure 4.

![Image processing workflow in ImageJ for wild-type cells](image)

**Figure 4** Image processing workflow in ImageJ for wild-type cells. a) Starting image b) Nuclei extracted and overlaid in white, background removed. c) Find maxima used to output ‘Segmented Particles’ d) Outlines used to add cell shapes to ‘ROI Manager’ e) Close-up inspection of overlay indicates that cell outlines are a reasonably good fit.

For the Notch1 activated cells, slice number 15 was analysed, as this provided a representative image of cells moving on the surface of the collagen gel. The myocardium from the ventricular explant was removed from the image. ‘Adjust Threshold’ in ImageJ was used to create a binary image of the cells.
The ‘Analyse Particles’ plugin was then used to add the cell shapes to the ‘ROI Manager’, which was used to measure the cell shape characteristics. This workflow is shown in Figure 5.

![Image processing workflow](image)

Figure 5 Image processing workflow in ImageJ for Notch1 activated cells undergoing EMT. a) Starting image b) Myocardium removed. c) ‘Adjust Threshold’ to create binary image d) ‘Analyse Particles’ used to add cell shapes to ‘ROI Manager’.

The use of different methods to extract cell shapes in for the two different cases was necessary, because they had very different characteristics. While this may produce a bias towards different shapes for the different methods, close inspection showed a reasonable match to visible cell outlines. Future work may produce a method that can be applied to both cases.

2.6. Cell Level Parameters

In order to account for the effects of Notch signalling on cell adhesion molecules and cytoskeletal proteins, both cell adhesion and cell shape parameters are explored in the simulations. A primary effect of Notch signalling is the disassembly of VE-cadherin adherens junctions, which is accounted for in the models as a loss of cell-cell adhesion. Notch signalling increases the expression of TGF-β; which in turn increases integrin adhesion molecules. This is accounted for in the model as increased cell-matrix adhesion (reduction in the surface energy parameter between the cell and matrix).

3. Results

3.1. Image Processing Results

The results of the image processing indicated that there is a significant difference in terms of circularity and aspect ratio between wild-type and Notch1 activated ventricular endocardial cells. As shown in Figure 6, the N1ICD cells have both a significantly less circular morphology, but are not significantly elongated compared to the wild-type endocardial cells.

However, these results do not tell us anything about the mechanism by which Notch signalling induces a shape change in these cells. It is likely to be a combination of many factors. For example, Notch signalling induces a loss of VE-Cadherin protein, which means a loss of endocardial adherens junctions. A secondary effect of cells being able to migrate away from the epithelial layer is that they are no longer pulled into an approximately hexagonal shape by other epithelial cells. Additionally, there is significant crosstalk between the Notch and TGF-β signalling pathways [21] and TGF-β2 expression is up-regulated in Notch1-activated ventricular endocardial cells [5]. TGF-β signalling up-regulates several integrin adhesion molecules, which bind to extracellular matrix components such as collagen, laminin, vimentin and fibronectin [22]. This increased adhesion to the matrix might pull cells into a spindly morphology, as
well as increasing their migration capacity. Finally, Notch and TGF-β induce a relocation of E-cadherin and cortical actin from cell walls to the cytoskeleton, providing the cell with an ability to survive under mechanical stress, and thus change shape [3]. The potential role of these different effects was investigated through simulation models, as reported in the next section.

**Figure 6** Shape metric comparison of wild-type and N1ICD murine ventricular endocardial cells. a) Wild-type cells have a mean circularity of 0.536, and N1ICD cells 0.187 (p<0.001). b) Wild-type cells have a mean aspect ratio of 1.735 and N1ICD cells 2.452, however this difference is not significant. Error bars show standard deviation.

### 3.2. Single Cell Simulation Results

Compucell3D simulations of individual cells were used to simulate changes in cell shape. Starting from a rounded morphology, the effects of an increased surface perimeter (relative to volume), and increased motility were simulated. Cell motility was increased by increasing the T parameter which increases the number of pixel copies accepted, and thus the speed that simulated cells move. Changes in shape led to greater motility, while greater motility led to changes in cell shape; indicating that cell shape and migration are highly interdependent. In each case, the base case of a rounded morphology is used, before changing one parameter at a time. Base case simulations used the parameters: ‘lambdaVolume’=3.0, ‘lambdaSurface’=3.0, ‘targetVolume’=225, ‘targetSurface’=60, T=10. Contact energy with the surrounding Medium is set to zero. Cells are initialised in a square shape of 15x15 pixels, which represents a 2D surface area (volume) of 225 µm² per cell, assuming a constant thickness of 1 µm.

For clarity, the parameter values used for all the simulations shown in all the figures in this paper are given in Table 1.
Table 1 Simulation parameters for Figures 7-13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fig. 7</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>225</th>
<th>[60, 90, 120, 150]</th>
<th>3.0</th>
<th>3.0</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 8</td>
<td>[10, 50, 100, 200, 500]</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>[20, 5]</td>
<td>[-15, 0]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>[0, 200]</td>
<td>[0, -20]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 11</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>[200, 0]</td>
<td>[-20, 0]</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 12</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 13</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1. Larger Surface Area Induces Greater Motility

An increase in surface area, relative to volume, can be induced by increasing the target surface parameter, while keeping other parameters constant. This constrains cells into adopting a fibroblastic (spindle-shaped) morphology. However this change in morphology is also accompanied by an increase in motility, as shown in Figure 7.

![Graphs](image)

**Figure 7 a)** Circularity of simulated cells falls with increasing Target Surface. **b)** This is accompanied by increased speed (and hence motility). Error bars show standard deviation, and caps show the range, from 10 simulation replicas.

This can be explained by the greater number of interactions between cell surfaces and medium leading to a greater number of pixel copies being attempted and accepted. This has the biological equivalent of a cell with a more fibroblastic morphology having a greater surface area over which to interact with and adhere to the matrix.

3.2.2. Greater Motility Induces Fibroblastic Morphology
Increasing the value of the $T$ parameter increases the speed of movement of the centre of mass of the cells (as defined in Section 2.4.). However, this increase in cell motility is accompanied by the adoption of a fibroblastic morphology. Furthermore, the magnitudes of reduced circularity associated with increased speeds are similar to those that result from increasing the target surface (compare Figure 7 with Figure 8). In both cases, migration speeds are consistent with those of in vitro epithelial and mesenchymal cells [16].

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8 a) Speed of simulated cells increases as a result of increasing the $T$ parameter b) This is accompanied by a reduction in circularity. Error bars show standard deviation, and caps show the range, from 10 simulation replicas.

There are two plausible explanations for this. Either the increase in the $T$ parameter has the side effect of giving the cells the flexibility to deviate from a rounded morphology; or the easiest (lowest entropy) way for a cell to be more motile is for it to adopt an elongated or fibroblastic morphology. This has the biological equivalent of a cell changing shape in order to permeate the cell matrix.

### 3.3. Multi-cell Simulation Results

Multi-cell simulations were performed which corresponded to the dimensions of the endocardial explants reported in [5]. Each simulation consisted of 316 cells, initially arranged in a filled circle. As with the single cell models, each cell has initial dimensions of 15x15 pixels ($225 \, \mu m^2$), with target volume parameters that maintain this size. In this multi-cell model four factors are considered that might guide EMT: loss of epithelial labile adhesion; loss of epithelial plastic adhesion; increase in motility; and increase in adhesion to the surrounding matrix. For simplification, an assumption is made that both types of epithelial adhesion would be lost during EMT as a result of down-regulation of VE Cadherin. As discussed in section 1.2, these two phases of adhesion can be modelled as two types of force to investigate their individual roles in driving epithelial morphology. In order to capture the difference in magnitude, labile adhesion is set between 0 and -20, and the strength of plastic coupling ‘lambda’ between 0 and 200.

#### 3.3.1. Labile Adhesion and Junctional Coupling

Multi-cell simulations incorporate terms for both plastic coupling and junctional adhesion in order to perform a basic parameter scan to investigate the role of these forces together with cell morphology in maintaining epithelial tissue. For endothelial cells, a target surface of 60 $\mu m$ is used, while for mesenchymal cells a target surface of 120 $\mu m$ is used, based on the results of the single cell simulations.
It was postulated that labile adhesion and junctional coupling might be able to rescue epithelial morphology for cells that were given mesenchymal shape parameters. However, as shown in Figure 9, this was not the case. Cells with adhesion neither maintained contact, nor formed a more rounded morphology. Higher levels of plastic coupling produced incoherent results (not shown).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plastic Coupling Lambda</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell-Cell Contact Energy</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 Cells with fibroblastic morphology. Simulation snapshots at 50000 MCS, for different levels of plastic coupling lambda [20, 5] and cell-cell contact energy [-15, 0].

These results suggest that some inherent tendency towards a rounded morphology is required, in addition to the mechanisms of epithelial adhesion. It was also hypothesised that epithelial roundness could be shown to be an emergent property of cellular adhesion, in cells with epithelial shape parameters. However, neither junctional coupling nor labile adhesion significantly increased the roundness of these simulated cells (Figure 10).
This suggests that, while a loss of epithelial adhesion may be necessary for cell migration and shape changes observed in EMT, it is not a sufficient condition, as increased motility and/or increased cell-matrix adhesion are also required.

### 3.3.2. Increase in Motility

Based on the results of the single cell simulations, it was postulated that an increase in cellular motility (via the $T$ parameter), coupled with a loss of epithelial adhesion, might be sufficient to induce an EMT process. This was not the case, as the epithelial integrity and morphology were preserved even under large increases in the $T$ parameter value (from 20 to 500). However, when this motility increase is coupled with a moderate increase in cell-matrix adhesion, an intermediate phenotype is observed, whereby a proportion of cells migrate, while maintaining a rounded morphology. The increase in cell-matrix adhesion is modelled by a reduction in cell-matrix contact energy from 0 to -20. This intermediate phenotype only occurred in the cases with a loss of junctional adhesion, illustrating that junctional adhesion has a greater effect in maintaining epithelial morphology in this case (Figure 11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FPP Lambda</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cell-Cell Contact Energy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 11* Under conditions of increased motility ($T=500$) and moderate cell-matrix adhesion (-20), cells scatter under conditions with a loss of junctional coupling, but not with a loss of labile adhesion alone. In all cases cells maintain a rounded morphology.

The rounded morphology observed in these migratory cells is consistent with an intermediate phenotype observed in endocardial cells for which some Notch target genes (Hey1 or Hey2) have been
deleted [23]. This suggests that Notch signalling has multiple phenotypic effects in these cells. Loss of cell-cell adhesion is mediated by loss of VE-Cadherin (in endocardial explants), while increase in cell-matrix adhesion is mediated by up-regulation of vimentin and fibronectin. These different effects are induced to a greater or lesser extent by the different Snail genes; which are Notch targets [24]. In the next section the increase in cell-matrix adhesion is investigated.

### 3.3.3. Increase in Cell-Matrix Adhesion

A strong cell-matrix adhesion was added to the model by reducing the cell-matrix contact energy parameter from 0 to -200. This case, with combined loss of epithelial adhesion, increase in motility and strong increase in cell-matrix adhesion, leads to migration and cell morphology changes consistent with those induced in Notch activated mesenchymal cells (see Figure 12).

![Figure 12](image)

**Figure 12** Combined loss of cell adhesion, gain of cell-matrix adhesion and increased motility simulation a) Snapshot at 50000 MCS b,c,d) Mean and standard deviation of simulated (CM-200) cell characteristics at 50000 MCS (n=316) compared with those obtained from *in vitro* notch activated endocardial cells (N1ICD, n=54) [5] or MCF-7 cells transfected with vimentin (n=5) [16].

Simulated and measured values for aspect ratio and circularity were significantly different (p<0.01), indicating that the model does not perfectly represent the morphological characteristics of Notch activated cells. Data are not available to make the comparison for migration speeds. While the values are not a perfect fit, they are consistent with the order of magnitude for the three EMT characteristics. The next section investigates the potential role for cell elongation to improve the model of EMT.

### 3.3.4. Cell Elongation

In order to achieve the large aspect ratio observed in the N1ICD cells, a target length of 50 was set, with a constraint value of 5.0 for all cells in the simulation. Additionally, to increase circularity while reducing speed, the cell-matrix contact energy parameter was reduced from -200 to -100. This produced cell behaviour that was not significantly different from the *in vitro* N1ICD cells, as shown in Figure 13.
Addition of an elongation parameter to the model, and reduction of cell-matrix adhesion from -200 to -100, provides a better fit, a) Snapshot at 50000 MCS b,c,d) Mean and standard deviation of simulated cell characteristics at 50000 MCS (n=316) compared with those obtained from in vitro notch activated endocardial cells (N1ICD, n=54) or MCF-7 cells transfected with vimentin (n=5) [16].

Cell speed was not significantly affected by the reduction in cell-matrix adhesion, though it did increase circularity, making the cells morphologically consistent with in vitro N1ICD cells (p>0.05). The elongation term increased the average aspect ratio of simulated cells, so that they were not significantly different from the in vitro model (p>0.05). As Figure 13 shows the simulation that agrees best with the experimental data, snapshots illustrating the progression from initial state are given in Figure 14.

Progression from initial state to final state of simulation giving closest agreement with experimental data a) 0, b) 1000, c) 10000, d) 20000, e) 30000, and f) 50000 MCS.

4. Conclusion
EMT is a diverse process and is context dependent. EMTs in different contexts are regulated by different signalling pathways and thus different roles may be played by cell morphology, motility and adhesion in each case. The computational model developed in this study provides the flexibility to simulate cells with different combinations of physical parameters. This allows investigation of the conditions under which cells remain epithelial, undergo EMT or exhibit an intermediate phenotype. Cell morphology and migration metrics provide a means to match the model to a particular example of EMT. In combination with in vitro analyses that investigate the effect of individual proteins, this has the potential for quantifying the cell-level effects of gene expression changes. For example, by measuring levels of protein expression that occur when a particular gene is activated, and also measuring changes in cell motility and cell shape, the phenotypic effects of a particular protein can be understood. Modelling and simulation can be used to investigate the physical effects governing a particular phenotype, by fitting a
model to the measured cell behaviour. In this way, the impact of gene expression on cell level properties could be quantified.

The simulations presented here indicate that Notch1 protein has an effect not only on the loss of cell-cell adhesion, but additionally cell motility, cell-matrix adhesion and cell elongation; as these were all necessary to induce migratory and morphological changes in the model that were consistent with those observed in vitro. While the mechanisms of adhesion changes are well known, the model does not suggest a mechanism that may produce increased motility and cell elongation. Additionally, the model developed demonstrated that the intermediate phenotype of rounded migratory cells (observed with deletion Notch target genes Hey1 or Hey2) emerges from loss of epithelial adhesion in the absence of increased epithelial-matrix adhesion. An associated outcome is that cell-matrix adhesion exerts greater influence on cell shape than cell-cell adhesion. In the model, rounded cells have low cell-matrix adhesion, while fibroblastic cells have high cell-matrix adhesion. The model failed to demonstrate control of cell shape by cell-cell adhesion. This is consistent with the intermediate phenotype cells, as they preserve cell roundness (due to low cell-matrix adhesion) despite having impaired cell-cell adhesion (and migrating away from the tissue).

The model has the potential to be applied to more detailed analyses of signalling pathways and the effects of perturbations, by assigning a pathway model to each cell. A Compucell3D function exists for assigning SBML-encoded reaction models to simulated cells, and to pass information between cell and protein level variables. As SBML is a widely used standard interchange format for reaction kinetics modelling, there is the potential for these models to be developed as a separate effort. Multi-scale computational modelling of this form will provide a means to assimilate and represent findings on EMT, as well as other multi-scale biological processes.
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